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About This Game

Octave is a point 'n click horror-adventure game with elements of action and quest.

  You play the role of a guy who happens to be in the wrong pla 5d3b920ae0
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I personally found this game rather enjoyable. A dark and sinister point-and-click romp through an occult swamp. It's a fairly
short game which can easily be completed in under an hour. No dialogue, just creepy
occultu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 It's similar to the Cat Lady, which is much longer and has a lot more substance.. I
was not sure about this game at first, but once I figured it out I really enjoyed it.. I was not sure about this game at first, but once
I figured it out I really enjoyed it.. nevee buy this u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 game, it is not even a
game.shame on the creators.. nevee buy this u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 game, it is not even a
game.shame on the creators.. Perhaps a good point and click adventure, but I'll never know. It's obfuscating and frustrating
gameplay turned me off immediately. The game tells you nothing whatsoever about the game itself, the story, the character, why
you're doing what you're doing, the reasoning for the monsters, not even the start is explained. I liked mystery, but this felt
like.laziness. I was expecting a Wadjet Eye Games style of gameplay with tight writing, logic and reasoning but in a horror
setting. It fell short of that by a country mile. IF you want a horror point and click adventure check out The Charnel House
Trilogy. It's superior in EVERY way (and it's only u00a30.95 during the sales). I personally found this game rather enjoyable. A
dark and sinister point-and-click romp through an occult swamp. It's a fairly short game which can easily be completed in under
an hour. No dialogue, just creepy occultu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 It's similar to the Cat Lady, which is much longer
and has a lot more substance.
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